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AutoRABIT and ACCELQ Partner to Achieve a Complete Continuous Delivery Solution 

SAN RAMON, CA, JULY 14, 2020 – AutoRABIT, a leading provider of enterprise-class, metadata-aware 
DevOps solutions for Salesforce, today announced a collaboration with cloud-based continuous testing 
platform provider ACCELQ. ACCELQ is the only cloud-based test automation platform listed on the 
Salesforce App Exchange, that seamlessly automates Salesforce lightning, classic and APIs without 
writing a single line of code. 

As the industry's leading DevOps and CI/CD (Continuous Integration/Continuous Delivery) server 
designed for Salesforce metadata and data, AutoRABIT delivers an integrated suite of tools including 
version control, deployment automation, sandbox management, data migration, and test automation. 
These tolls optimize processes and automate activities at each stage of the DevOps lifecycle – 
simplifying deployment on the Salesforce platform from development to production.  

Focusing on our next core challenge, AutoRABIT strives to simplify Test Automation for our customers. 
The goal is to increase the agility within teams and preserve test scripts' sanity in sync with releases. 
AutoRABIT will partner with ACCELQ; this partnership will allow our combined customers to manage 
their test automation objectives in addition to their CI/CD objectives. 

"Our partnership with AutoRABIT allows us to bring test automation more integral to the Salesforce 
DevOps cycle and enables automated business/functional validation as part of the build and deployment 
process. We are particularly excited about partnering with AutoRABIT as it helps our mutual Salesforce 
customers deploy a complete DevOps solution in achieving their endeavor for Continuous Delivery.", 
said Mahendra Alladi, CEO at ACCELQ.   

"At AutoRABIT, we have built the most extensible CI/CD platform. We are pleased to partner with 
ACCELQ, a codeless test automation and agile test management platform, to integrate disparate test 
silos into an end-to-end automated process. The enhanced user-experience of ACCELQ's platform allows 
stakeholders with varying levels of technical backgrounds to effectively collaborate to deliver quality," 
said Vishnu Datla, CEO at AutoRABIT.  

About AutoRABIT Inc. 
AutoRABIT offers a suite of products to automate CI/CD and data and metadata backup processes for 
Salesforce. The Automated Release Management (ARM) Suite for Salesforce allows teams to configure, 
build, test, and manage development, environments, and deployments on their Salesforce instance. 
Vault Data Backup and Recovery enables continuous backup as part of the CI/CD process. AutoRABIT's 
Metadata Mastery™ is a proprietary technology developed to manage the dependencies, profiles, and 
relationships associated with Salesforce metadata. Visit autorabit.com for more information. 

About ACCELQ 
ACCELQ is a cloud-based test automation platform listed on the Salesforce App Exchange, that 
seamlessly automates API and web testing without writing a single line of code. Salesforce customers 
use ACCELQ to accelerate their testing by automating critical aspects of lifecycle such as test design, test 
generation and execution, coupled with the next-gen Agile Test Management capability. For more 
information and to sign up for a free trial, visit www.accelq.com.  
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